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Abstract
An obvious quest for system development researchers is to understand, describe and give advices
concerning the domain of system development. One part of this domain is the System Development
Practice (SDP). SDP means the way that system development projects are planned, structured and
carried out in order to produce a product that creates value for its client. Our experiences are that
SDP often involves three major dimensions; action pattern, method, and role interaction. In these
three structural views we find concepts and aspects that are of importance such as, system life
cycle, model, method, results, resources, milestones, project roles, project group constellations,
clients etc. These dimensions with their concepts and aspects make the SDP a complex
phenomenon to its character. In this paper we will therefore give a character to each of these three
dimensions and how these dimensions can constitute the SDP as a whole, i.e. a conceptualisation of
the SDP. To accomplish this goal we have based this paper on three major sources for inspiration
and generation of knowledge within the problem domain that we have identified. Firstly, we all
have experiences from several projects and work where we during recent years in different ways
have taken part in projects where development of SDP has been in focus. Secondly, empirical
experiences from several projects where development of the SDP has been in focus, and thirdly,
theories related to the SDP domain. The approach bears on the foundation of language action
theories for information systems, information system development and practices for understanding
the domain of SDP. By identifying essential acts performed in SDP’s we are able to regard the
relations between the three dimensions in order to form a holistic view, which means that we can
understand and have constructive discussions about SDP’s.

1. Introduction
When business is performed there is often a need for different actors to co-operate in order to achieve
results that are of value for its clients. The results, i.e. the products, which are being delivered, should
correspond to the client’s expectations. These expectations are initially established during offering and
contracting. Co-operation between internal and external actors is among other things performed
through communication. The information systems associated with an organisation will include both ITsupported and manual communication.
Practices of today generally need to have a continuous development process in order to evaluate
and sustain the value that are offered, developed and delivered to the clients. Continuous improvement
of the organisations information systems is therefore needed to improve communication and thereby
also their organisational ability.
In order to facilitate the need for continuous improvement as well as development of new
information systems there exist practices that specialise in this task, so-called system development
practices (SDP). Our main premise is that efficient performance through communication also is
important for SDP’s. By talking about benefits, gains and advantages of system development there is
an emphasis on that the result of the system development practice, i.e. delivered information system,
should be a support during the value-creation for the clients. The benefit of SDP’s is to deliver
information systems as communication support to its client in order to facilitate the production of
value.
As mentioned above practices in general need to continuously change in order to be able to
create products that meet present and future demands. This change in ad infinitum also includes SDP´s.

When performing development acts there is a need to have a language, a conceptualisation, to be used
in conversations about the practice in question. Such conceptualisation needs to be based on the acts
and tasks that in reality are being performed, and also on an understanding of the results that is being
produced and delivered by the practice. In a SDP there is a necessity to have a thorough understanding
of the notion of information systems as a product and its implication on development and introduction.
We regard practices as actors who perform acts. These acts are structured in action patterns in
order to ensure efficient value production based on assignments. These action patterns make up the
SDP’s structure, which is constituted by project structures since each result from system development
is to be regarded as unique. Since there are several actors involved in SDP’s, these actors need to be
organised in a way that support efficient system development through a supportive structure of role
interaction. Another phenomena related to system development are that there exist a great variety of
methods for system development, which are supposed to constitute a support for development acts. We
therefore argue for that there exist three structural views in SDP:
• action pattern,
• method and
• role interaction
By regarding these three structural views as a whole and how they are inter related with each other we
suggest a language to conceptualise the SDP.
In this paper we are analysing concepts used in several case studies, in which have been taking
part in, oriented towards development of SDPs. These concepts have been derived from and used in the
case studies to be able to talk about practice situations and the problems concerning system
development. With these concepts as a foundation we propose a conceptualisation of SDP’s, which is
based on L/A-oriented theories about information systems and practices as well as experiences from
performed case studies. We argue that this conceptualisation can contribute as a tool to ensure that
actors within the SDP, as well as to some extend the SDP’s clients, in an efficient way can create
mutual understanding and understand the benefit of system development. The presented
conceptualisation proposes an integrative view on action pattern, method and role interaction. To be
able to do this we elaborate with a number of concepts that are the characteristics of SDP’s combined
with general characteristics of practices in order to conceptualise the SDP’s in a holistic manner, i.e. a
suggestion for three structural views and their relationships. The paper does not favour a specific
instance of any of these three structural views, the paper rather elaborate on meta-concepts that has
general implications on the instances.
The paper begins with a theoretical framework where we discuss foundations for practices,
structures and system development. The following chapter put forward the three structural views
separately by using the notion of social action as a base. In chapter four elaborate on the relationships
between the three structural views, first two-by-two as a base to end up in a conceptualisation of the
SDP as a whole which includes all three structural views. The paper is then concluded and further
research is identified. Before we turn to these described parts of the paper we first want to discuss some
research methodological aspects that has permeated our research work.
As stated above we have built our conceptualisation on a base created from findings generated
from several case studies at different SDPs. Our ambition has been to identify and evolve different
categories and concepts that we have recognised in our many concentrated interactions with actors in
these case studies. The driving force of this strategy has been our aim to create an understanding about
how SDPs work and to create foundation, a conceptualisation, in order to discuss aspects when
developing these practices. The techniques used in this collection of data has varied, ranging from more
or less structural interviews to seminars and workshops with the ambition to collect individual and
collectively grounded knowledge about notions in the specific SDPs. From this data collection we have
been enabled to create categorisations of the concepts used by conceptual modelling techniques
advocated by for example Goldkuhl (1992) and Goldkuhl & Röstlinger (1993). As argued by Walsham
(1995) a strict inductive way of doing research could be restraining thus it neglect the possibilities that
the researchers pre-knowledge and other theories may posses in his or hers effort to interpretative and
elaborate with the findings (cf. Glaser & Strauss 1967). Pre-knowledge and theories has therefore been
used to create added power in the efforts to analyse and modulate the empirical findings. The preknowledge and the theory framework have also created the incentive to encourage and push the
research process further and to analytical depth. The character of the process can therefore be described
as iterative where theoretical aspects has been used to analyse, evolve and grasp the empirical findings
as well as pursue the process forward.
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This strategy is by Walsham (1995) described as a iterative research approach and Alvesson &
Skjöldberg (1994) labels it as abduction, as a combination of a deductive and a inductive approach.
Figure 2 illustrate the configuration of our research methodological strategy:
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and give advices
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SDPs
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Figure 2: Research strategy

2. Theoretical framework
In this section we will give a number of theoretical underpinnings used to create a base for the coming
sessions. Note that the theory presented in this section is not the only theory in the paper. Section 4 is
based on additional theories in combination with empirical findings identified in section 3.

2.1 Organisations as practices that agree upon and fulfil assignments
As stated in the introduction organisations can be regarded as a collection of actors that co-operate in
order to produce results for its clients. Within in and between organisations there exist actorrelationships. Actors, in the role of the organisation, perform actions directed towards other actors
within the organisation itself and actors within other organisations to which the organisation has or
establishes actor relationships.
Our view on organisations is to understand the organisation as a human practice (Goldkuhl &
Röstlinger, 1999). Such view on organisation uses a number of actor relationship-oriented categories to
characterise organisations. The categories used are shown in the ToP-model below.
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Figure 3: The model of generic practice (ToP model) (Goldkuhl & Röstlinger, 1999)
The unit of analysis used in the model depicted above is business act. According to Lind & Goldkuhl
(2001) a business act need to be regarded as multi-functional and be seen as either communicational or
material in order to facilitate an understanding of the essentials of the organization. The ToP-model is
based on, but also transcends, the language action perspective (Goldkuhl et al 1998, 1999). The
language action perspective emphasises the need for focusing actor’s communication in order to
apprehend human action. Communication is more than just transfer of information. To communicate is
to act. Such a communication perspective has consequences on the notion of information systems.
Information systems within organizations are systems consisting of actors communicating with each
other. IT-supported information systems are systems that enables communication according to a
number of predefined rules. Information systems should therefore be regarded as communication
systems used for actors in their co-operation with other actors as well as for co-ordination of actions.
Actions performed in organisation are however not only communication based. Organisations do
a lot of value-adding transformation-oriented material acts in order to ensure that physical goods
delivered to its clients are of high value. Organisation are many times seen as units of transformation
that takes one or several basis and by adding value to this/these basis delivering products to its clients.
Transformation does however not always have to do with physical products. Transformational acts are
also for example performed when we develop information systems. Information systems, or
communication systems, are artefacts. The basis in a system development context is the demands from
the users and the organisation, and the product is the information system.
In the language action community there is a clear orientation towards regarding human actions
in patterns built up by inter-related speech-acts (Winograd & Flores, 1986). Such patterns are used in
order to emphasise the commitment made by one or several actors as a basis for the actors’ fulfilment
of established commitment. The pattern is concluded by the actors’ declaration whether the fulfilled
commitment met the expectations or not. Such view on organisations can be emphasised as an
assignment view on organisation. In methods such as Action Workflow (Medina-Mora et al, 1992) and
DEMO (Reijswoud, 1996) such patterns are regarded as the essentials of the organisation.
As the TOP-model above indicates that these two focuses on organisations complements each
other. Transformation of input (or basis) to output (or results) needs to be regarded in an assignment
perspective. It is important that we find out which expectations the client (or the assignee), has on the
products that are supposed to be produced and delivered by the producer, before production and
delivery is made. Such a combined assignment and transformation view on organisations shall be used
to understand organisations as practices that agree upon and fulfils assignments (Lind, 2001).
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2.2 Towards a multi-dimensional
organisational structure

character

on

the

concept

of

Structure in sociology is often related to the term social - as for example in social structure: the
distinctive arrangement of institutions whereby human beings in a society interact and are able to live
together. Social structure is often treated together with the concept of change, which deals with the
forces that change society and the social structure itself. Different views on how structure is changed
exist. One view claims that the social structures that exists around us shapes the actions that actors are
carrying out in an organisation; for example Durkheim (1893/1984) argues that common values and the
change of these is the ground for how a change in an society such an organisation can be understood.
Other views argues that the individual actor can with his or her actions by her self affect the structures
that he or she is a part of; for example Weber (1983) therefore argues that social changes and structures
should be analysed in the perspective of the action that individual actors generate (Boudon 1986). A
third view from Giddens however argues that we should go beyond this dichotomy and combine this
view in a more multi-perspective view in order to fully understand the mutual nature of structures in a
social context, “the duality of structure” (Giddens 1984). The basis of Giddens theory impose that
structures neither are created by unilateral actions that internal members of the organisation carries out
or from the forces outside, but by actors that continuously re-creates the structures of the practice
through rational actions. The concept of structure in relation to sociological aspects is by this frequently
used in relation to organisations and is therefore intensively discussed in organisational theory.
What characterised the early debate on structure in organisational aspects was that it mainly was
focussed on formal structural aspects of the organisation and on power, control, supervision and
technology (Scott 1998; Wilson, 1999). Evidence of this is for example the previous mentioned Weber
(Weber 1983) Barnard (Barnard 1938) and March & Simon (March & Simon 1958). In Webers
analysis of the deviation from the bureaucracy is viewed as organisational dysfunction. Barnard was
primary interested in the formal organisation because of his view that it represented a system of cooperation. March and Simon was interested in how the formal organisational structure can influence the
actors in the organisation with the intention to improve their ability to accomplish stated business goals.
As a reaction against this formal view on structures other views on structure has evolved during the
evolution of organisational theory. Critics argued that this focus on formal organisation and on
bureaucracy as an organisational form neglected the dynamics in the modern and postmodern(?) form
of organisation (Geary, 1995; Clegg 1990; Wilson 1999). This debate is extensive and is a subject for
an entirely own analysis.
However with this introduction as a foundation it is clear that the meaning of structure is a bit
unclear and divided. As we will see, several different classifications even on a general level are
available. For example in Britannica structure is explained as the aggregate of elements of an entity in
their relationships to each other as well as something arranged in a definite pattern of organisation.
The Swedish national encyclopaedia explains the term as follows: a coherent internal construction
amongst the parts in a totality. Piaget (1968) uses a more specified definition from his perspective of
structuralism when he discusses the term of structure as a system of rules for formation and
transformation that creates meaning, this is conveyed by signs adherent to a language. The conclusion
that can be drawn from these definitions is that a structure implies some level of order, demarcation and
stability and thereby is separated from what can be described as situations where totally randomness
and chaos are endeavoured to prevail.
In organisational theory these more general definitions has been explored and developed further,
often however with one perspective or dimension in focus neglecting others. This has resulted in a
plurality of definitions. In combination with the high level of general vagueness that concerns structure,
the many definitions has led to that the term is enclosed with obscurities (Boudon 1986). The
clarification of organisational structure therefore must be seen as an important task for everybody who
wants to understand the nature of how practices work. It is also our belief that the ambition to clarify
must move beyond a discussion concerning if structure should be seen only as formal or informal or a
only as a combination between the two. Structure in relation to organisations should instead be viewed
as multi-dimensional and as plurality as a replacement for singularity. The organisation contains
several different structures, which together make up the whole of the structure in a practice. To
understand the practice the organisational structure must be viewed from a holistic perspective, but
with the different forms of structural patterns that exists distinguished. Löwstedt (1995) argues that
there is a need for categorisation of the types of structures that exists, and proposes the following
categorisation:
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•
•
•
•
•

Physical structures. This includes for example buildings, machines, computer networks, raw
material an so on
Formal structures. Which includes business plans, organisational schemas, instructions and rules
for how the work should be carried out in the practice.
Mind structures. This structure includes the knowledge that the actors have, as well as ideas,
conceptions and perceptions about general and specific phenomena in the organisation.
Dialogue structures. This type of structure refers to the way actors in a organisation discusses and
exchange ideas about other structures in the organisation.
Action structures. These structures are the representation of the patterns of action that the actors in
the organisation are practising.

This view of structure as multi-dimensional is fertile to explore. We believe that the structure of a
practice is complex and therefore multifaceted. Only by viewing the structure of the practice from
several different perspectives the whole of the structural patterns could be unfolded in a practice. Our
ambition is to create a conceptualisation that grasps these different structural views. We don’t believe
that our ambition by this paper is finished, as we will argue in the final part of the paper. However we
believe that our ambition has created a grounded conceptual platform that could be evolved through
further research. Our view on structure as multifaceted does not imply that we see structural aspects of
the practice equal in base. In our belief action and action patterns are the main imperatives of the
structure of the practice, therefore this type of structure act as an foundation for the other dimensions of
structures that Löwstedt describes. One way of conducting the research would be to elaborate
Löwstedts categorisation, however our pragmatic ambition on creating a usable conceptualisation
imply that we go beyond his theoretical division of structure and instead creates from a theoretical
foundation based on a notion on social action new categorisation of structure. This categorisation will
be based on different views where different aspects pulled from this social theory as well as aspects of
structures in practice are related to each other in the dialectic relationship according to foreground and
background depending on the focus in the specific view. Before we present the essential structural
views, which are foundation for our conceptualisation, we first will discuss the conditions and
characteristics of system development.

2.3 System development – characteristics and conditions
”The job of software engineering is to deliver high-quality software products at agreed cost and
schedule” (Humphrey, 1997). This over all definition of the purpose with software engineering is also
reasonable to apply to system development (SD) since software engineering can be regarded as a part
of SD (Jayaratna, 1994). There is however a difference between software engineering and SD where
software engineering aims at producing a product that match the quality and needs of a specific
software specification, while system development aims at matching the quality and information needs
of a particular user (ibid). However, SD does not only mean development of an artefact that matches
the information needs of a user that then is introduced in some practice. System development has the
characteristics that the practice itself as well as the SD-work, more or less articulated, is the subject for
different development efforts. We argue for that system development mean and should mean change
and purification of different aspects within the SD-domain. Before we present different aspects that
could the be subject for development and purification we will give some important characteristics and
conditions for the SD-domain.
Work within the SD-domain is known to be a complex area where the SD-actors often relay on
different types of formalised knowledge, such as methods, for guidance through the SD-process
(Hoffer et. al, 1999). The characteristics of these methods are that they often are of different type and
directed towards different parts of the SD-process. SD-methods also exist on different abstraction
levels from, giving an overall structure for the whole SD-process (framework) to precise prescriptives
of how to perform a specific task (method components), see section 3.3. The methods that are used in
SD-domain are also not just “pure” SD-methods. In many cases these methods are combined with
methods that are more directed towards project management and project coordination. Our belief is that
work within the SD-domain implies on formalisation of actions and language and where methods are
one example of a conceptualisation that supports such formalisation. In section 4 we will elaborate
these things further in order to give a suggestion for a conceptualisation of the SD-domain.
Now then, what do we mean by that system development mean and should mean change and
purification of different aspects within the SD-domain as we stated above? We, and others, believe that
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an important part of the SD-work must be to try to improve the SD-work itself. One important
condition for this is to have a reflective process, parallel to or after, the actual SD-process, i.e. learning
through abstraction to a meta level and discourse (Goldkuhl et.al, 1997; Habermas, 1984). This can be
done in different ways but some kind of general pattern for this could be to go through the following
improvement cycle; define the quality goal, measure the product quality, understand the process, adjust
the process, use the adjusted process, measure the results and compare the results with the goal. The
result from the comparison of results and goals is then input in the process to adjust the process
(Humphrey 1997). This should then be an ongoing process in all SD-projects. Aspects in the SDdomain that we have found to be important to improve are therefore:
• Action logic within the practice, the SD-process
• The language used during work in the SD-domain
• Conceptualisations of action logic and language in terms of methods
In order to deal with these aspects of improvement there is a need to not just focus these
characteristics and conditions as isolated phenomenon. It is instead important to also take into
consideration what relations that exists between them and how they can/will affect each other. This will
be further elaborated in section 4.

3. Three essential structural views on SDP
In this paper we have identified three essentials structural views that can be used to characterise and
talk about system development practices (SDP’s). The essential views form the basis (see figure below)
to make abstractions about relevant phenomena within SDP’s. These essential structural views are
action pattern, method and role interaction. The relationship between these fundamentals and
abstractions are shown in the figure below.
Social action

Basis

Fundamental
structural views

Abstractions

Method

Action patterns

Method supported
action patterns

Role
interaction

Project management

Language for system
development practices

Result

Figure 4: Basis, fundamentals and abstractions for forming the language of SDP's
In the figure above we also identify social action as the basis for the essential structural views. By this
we mean that we regard organisations from the perspective of social action. The abstractions and result
are discussed in chapter four of this paper. In this section of the paper we elaborate on the three
fundamental views as well as the basis for these views.

3.1 Basis: The notion of social action
Organisations consist of humans acting towards each other and together with each other. Humans act in
order to achieve ends (Goldkuhl & Ågerfalk, 2000), where human action often aims at making material
changes. Humans do however not only act in the material world – they also act in a social world
consisting of other humans and their expressions. In the social world humans communicate. Austin
(1962) and Searle (1969) mean that to communicate is also to act. Human action is about making a
difference, where such difference can have impact in the social as well as the material world.
Goldkuhl & Ågerfalk (2000) have presented a generic model of social action (see figure below),
where they include both communicative and material acts, by distinguishing between the following
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categories as important phenomenon for social action:
• Action prerequisites (external and internal)
• Actor (interventionist)
• Acting (performance of action)
• Action result (what is done)
• Receiving (interpreting) action result)
• Actor (recipient)
• Effects of action
• Relationships between actors
• Action context (place and time)
Identity

Identity
Actor relationship

Values,
norms &

Values,
norms &
Instrument

Abilities
Emotions
Deliberations,
intentions &
plans
Situational
comprehension &
attention

Acting
Actor

Abilities
Action
result

Emotions
Receiving
Actor

Base

Deliberations,
intentions &
plans
Situational
comprehension &
attention

Conditioning
& reflexivity
Action context

Figure 5: A generic model of social action (Goldkuhl & Ågerfalk, 2000)
As depicted in the figure above there exist within the scope of social action a number of action-related
concepts. Concepts used in the generic action model to elaborate on in order to put forward the three
essential structural views are the action in itself, instrument used when acting, basis used for action, the
actors (both interventionist and recipient) as well as the action results. All these concepts are forming
the basis for each structural view, but depending on the structural view some aspects are more
emphasised/ focused, i.e. are in the foreground, than others, i.e. are in the background. When we as
humans regard a complex phenomenon we have a need to reduce complexity by regarding the same
phenomena from different views (Morgan, 1997).

3.2 Structural view 1: Action pattern
The first structural view that we deal with is a part of the project dimension. A lot of work concerning
system development is often project-based since the task, i.e. the information system that is going to be
developed, often is unique. There are also a lot of different competencies involved in order to manage
the production of the resulting information system (Murch, 2001; Yeates & Caddle, 1996). Project is a
phenomenon that concerns two aspects; project as action pattern and project as a role interaction
(Murch, 2001). This section deals with project as action pattern.
Based on the model of social action the aspects that are emphasised in this structural view are
actions related to each other in order to produce result. Actions need to be related to each other in order
to regard patterns used to produce results. Actions are related to each other by regarding the result of
one action as the basis for the following action etc. A series of related actions constitute an action
pattern.
A project can be characterised as having a clear start and end, where the starting point is some
needs from the client that needs to be fulfilled. The end point of the project, which is the ultimate
result, is when satisfaction has been reached for the producer and for the client. In order for a project to
have a well defined start and end there is a need for the project to have a clear defined goal as well as
clear defined expected result. When talking about projects one can characterise the types of goals in the
following (Hedberg & Lind, 1999):
• Change goals, which concerns with the issue of expected changes in the organisation that the
project is about.
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•
•

Project goals, which concerns with time and resources that can be consumed within the project.
Quality goals, which concerns with quality goals at both process and product level within the
project.
When formulating goals for a project as well as evaluating the project it is important that one
reaches a balance between the quality of the result, the amount of resources that needs to be put in to
reach the expected result and the calendar time. The figure below shows these relationships.

Time
(leadtime)

Resources
(cost)

Quality

Figure 6: Dependent parameters to be used when optimising projects (Hedberg & Lind, 1999)
The goals mentioned above needs to be agreed upon before the actual execution of the project.
To fulfil a goal means making a difference. Actions are performed in order to make differences, i.e.
fulfil goals. Within the scope of a project actions are performed in order to arrive at fulfilled goals.
Since goals need to be agreed upon and also evaluated, there is a need to arrange actions in patterns that
facilitates such needs. Actions can therefore be grouped into phases as well as projects often are
divided into a number of phases. A project is divided in the following phases:
• Agreement phase, which is oriented towards coming to an agreement concerning the goals to reach
in the project.
• Execution phase, which is oriented towards co-ordination and performance of actions for
refinement.
• Conclusion phase, which is oriented towards evaluation of the result in relationship to the
formulated agreement.
Within the language/action community (Goldkuhl et al, 1998; Goldkuhl et al, 1999) there are a
number of theories and methods that regards the essentials of the organisation to be speech-acts issued
by different actors. Studies have been made where work in organisations can be reduced to patterns
consisting of inter-related speech-acts. Conversation-for-action (CFA) (Winograd & Flores, 1986)
relates such speech-acts as request, promise, report on execution, and declaration. Such patterns of
speech-act are very close related to the action patterns used in project-based work. The first two
speech-acts are about coming to an agreement (agreement phase), the latter two speech acts is about
reporting and evaluating the execution (conclusion phase). In between the agreement and conclusion
phase the result need to be realised, i.e. the execution phase, based on the agreement.
In the figure below we have put forward a structure, an action pattern, for project based on the
three phases above. The figure also indicates a distinction between the performance level, on which
actions that produces result (R) based on prerequisites (P) take place, and the decision level, on which
action concerning decisions about the future work in the project take place. The performance level
indicates a number of inter-related actions that produces result on the preceding action. Actions are
inter-related in order to form action patterns.
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action

R/P

R/P

Performance
action

R/P

Performance
action
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Figure 7: Project as work structure
As the figure above indicates there exist a number of decision points in a project. Some of these
are called milestones, which are states where decisions about the altered direction about the project can
be made. Milestones and decision points are used to ensure that expected results are reached in the
projects. By formulating milestones one will break down different types of goals for the project in
different part results. Such part results both determine the action patterns as well as constitute the link
between method and action pattern. The backbone of an SDP is the action pattern, determined by the
project as work structure, which the other structural views are related to.

3.3 Structural view 2: Method
The second structural view of SDP is method. SDP’s often use methods as support to perform different
actions through out the system life cycle.
Based on the model of social action the aspects that are emphasised in this structural view are
instruments as support for related actions in order to produce result. Instruments such as methods are
often used as support in order to produce certain results.
A method is guidelines for work. Its character is prescriptive (Goldkuhl et. al, 1997). A method
tells what to do in different situations in order to arrive at certain goals. In this paper we deal with the
method dimension as a process, divided into phases and where different results (R) should be produced
based on different prerequisites (P) (see upper part of figure below).
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Figure 8: SDP and method support
The main goal for the system development process is to produce a result that can satisfy a client.
In order to do this there is a need to have control over the development process in different ways. Oneway to do this is to structure and divide the system development process into different phases and
where prerequisites for a phase, and results from a phase are defined. This gives an over all structure of
what to do and in which order to do things but not exactly how to do it. This is often referred to as
model or framework (ibid). Within a phase of the system development process we can also accentuate
different results that should be produced during SD. As mentioned above we often use methods as
support to produce different results. In the figure above this is illustrated with method components /
focal areas. A method component should give guidelines on how to do things in order to produce a
certain result. During SD there is usually a need to document different aspects. Many ISD methods
therefore include representational guidelines; what often is called modelling techniques or notations.
Such methods also involve procedural guidelines; i.e. how to work and what questions to ask. The
notation prescribes how answers to these questions should be documented. Many times the procedure
and notation are tightly coupled to each other. The procedure involves some meta concepts as e.g.
process, activity, information, object. Such general concepts are used when asking the questions; i.e.
they are parts of the prescribed procedure. They are also parts of the semantics of the notation. The
concepts are the cement between procedure and notation; the overlapping parts of procedure and
notation. When there is a close link between procedure, notation and concepts we call this a method
component (Röstlinger & Goldkuhl, 1994); cf the notion of method fragment by Brinkkemper (1995).
A method is often a compound of several method components to what is many times called a
methodology (Avison & Fitzgerald, 1995). These different method components form together a
structure. We call this a framework. This includes the phase structure of the method. A method
component will also represent a focal area in the system development process. A focal area addresses a
certain aspect that is in focus to produce a certain result. Example of focal areas could be goals,
problems and objects and where we can have distinct method components for goal analysis, problem
analysis and object analysis to address these focal areas. As a consequence of this we can see in the
figure above that a certain method component can be a support in more than one phase of the system
development process depending on what results that should be produced.
This way of thinking about the system development process is not in conflict with either a more
sequential approach such as the system life cycle or a more incremental approach such as Rational
Unified Process (RUP). If we use a system life cycle approach we can divide the process in phases with
relations between these phases and divide these phases into sub phases with relations between these sub
phases and so on. The horizontal relations will be accentuated. If we on the other hand use a more
incremental approach we will accentuate what in an iteration that is performed incrementally and how
it will other iterations when they are performed more or less at the same time.
The actors who use a certain method component often have a certain competence. A business
analyst who has competence regarding performing business analysis could for example use a method
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component for business analysis as support during his/her work. In this case the actor has a certain role
and the role is associated with a certain type of competence that is needed to produce a defined result in
the system development process. This also means that different actors, to different extent, can be
involved in different phases of the system development process. In order to produce desired results
there is a need to get hold of organisational knowledge concerning the client’s organisation. This can
be achieved by involving actors from the practice that is in focus for the development effort. There are
however, not just organisational actors that can contribute with organisational knowledge. There are
other things that can be of value such as different documents, informal meetings etc.

3.4 Structural view 3: Role interaction
In an SDP different actors co-operate together with the purpose to create the results that are of value for
the clients. In order to understand structure in SDPs as a whole the need for a holistic view on its exists.
Above has method and action pattern been highlighted as views of structure. In the case of action
pattern this view has been related to the phenomena project. This section also deals with the
phenomena project, however not as an action pattern but as arena for role interaction.
The SDP is organised around particular activities. These activities are arranged in relation to one
or several actions, which together results in certain outcomes, action results, and thereby creates effects
on the receiving actor how interpret and uses what he or she receives. This outcome, the action results,
can be both of materia and/or knowledge/experience. The results are however predominantly aimed to
satisfy and create benefit for the receiving actor, for example a client and the experience enables future
learning possibilities for the actors in the SDP as well as the client.
As touched on in part 3.2 different acts are conducted on different levels. Two levels, the
performance and decision levels, where identified throughout the phases of the project. To be able to
understand the complexity that is present in specific individual acts, between different acts and between
different acting levels the actor dimension must be decorated in the sense of role interaction. Based on
the model of social action that was presented in 3.1 the aspects that are emphasised in this structural
view are how the actors are related to each other in order to conduct action and perform results. Actors
are hereby positioned in the foreground and action and results in the background. Actors are related to
each other by regarding the roles that they array themselves in a project. Figure 9 below describes this
view, by focusing on the relationship between actors based on their roles as the main variable in the
specific action:
Competence

Results

Competence

Experiences

Action

Scope of
Action

Products

Role

Role
Scope of
Action

Figure9: Role interaction
Action cannot be existent by itself. Action requires that one or several actors are carrying out the
individual acts in the action. In doing this the actors participate in actor relationships with other actors
with the common intention to generate results through the use of their aggregated ability. In performing
a project the actors therefore put on one or several different roles; for example project sponsor, project
manager and project member. These roles inform and position the actor with certain role specific
possibilities, obligations and duties. It also defines the actors scope of action. Consequently the role 1)
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act as a explanation of what responsibilities that are delegated to the actor when he or she are acting in
a specific role as well as 2) function as an agreement form a declaring convention of which obligations
the actor is expected to carry out when he or she array a particular role. In relation to the three roles that
was used from the project context, the project sponsor, the project manager and the project member
three different categories of roles emerge which can be used as a model to analyse and understand
which actors that acts on the different acting levels. These categories, meta-roles are project
responsibility role (including for example project sponsor), project manager role (including for
example project manager) and project member role (including for example GUI-designer etc).
What can be concluded from the empirical studies that has been carried out is that understanding
about different roles and their scope of action and therefore descriptions of roles are highly important
for efficient accomplishment in SDPs. The importance should however not only be reduced to that
formal roles and description explicitly exists, but that they also are accepted by the members in the
practice, constructed with the practice action patterns in mind and that the specific SDPs roles in for
example inter-organisational work conditions are calibrated with the system of roles that the external
organisations has. In one SDP studied no formal explicitly made structures of role interaction or
descriptions was available made the interaction between different actors in different projects as well as
the line organisation difficult to understand, manage and talk about. The lack of this system of roles
and role interaction caused problems in project phases; problems such as process stoppages, conflicts
and that certain tasks were neglected. The problems were even more frequent when the SDP worked
with other businesses in inter-organisational collaborations. In the case of the intra-organisational
projects more informal and value-based systems of rules and hierarchy controlled the projects more or
less efficiently, but in the projects with inter-organisational character different cultures and experience
based ways to perform acts where mixed without no formal structure as base and support. These
projects where quite successful if the resulting products are being evaluated, but filled with mistakes,
misunderstandings, conflict and pressure if the process of accomplishment is being studied and
evaluated.
In the case of the another SDP, one of the IT-departments in this SDP had deliberately calibrated
their old and embedded system of role description with the system of roles that their new system
development method prescribed. This action of calibration resulted in that the members in this SDP
more easily understood could examine and accept new definitions on roles and changes in the
arrangement of existing roles. The study of the other IT-department in the multi-national corporation
displayed a more chaotic work situation as well as a persisted view on formal role descriptions. The
difference between the two departments were that the latter department was rather new as
organisational unit, had an unclear and not accepted function in the corporation as a whole, had
members that were overall new, and a management function that was not keen in working systematic
and saw structures more as obstacles than as support. The consequence of these differences resulted in
that this department had more difficult to plan and execute projects and was consequently also them
affected with the disastrously problems mentioned above.
What the formal description of roles comprehensively informs the participating actors of is what
is expected from him or her in the accomplishment of the action. It could therefore be argued that the
role and the description of the role could and should serve as a description of what minimum is
expected of the actor in certain situation in order to create a structure of systematics and a foundation
for creativity – and not something that restrain or damage the ability to be creative. Therefore can it be
stated that different roles jointly constitute the formal organisational structure in an SDP and are
consequently the formal system of action rules that exists in the SDP. These rules should be obeyed in
order to create “hectic” but orderly work situation in the inventive and innovating SDP. This formal
system of action rules should also be seen as either a result from an intentional design of how the
practice is intended to be carried out or a redesign of more social constructed rules that are engendered
through the SDPs evolution.
The rationale and intention with this logic is that it should be viewed as a system of rules for the
actions, communicative and material, that occur between actors when they are acting through different
roles, e.g. project manager, system analyst or vice president. These three examples is also a illustration
how roles is infused with different levels of authority, which impose more or less responsibility to the
actor when he or she is acting in the role in question. The different levels of authority in various roles
form a hierarchy between different roles, and subsequently actors, in the practice. The hierarchy is
important as the foundation for the system of action rules that directs the actors when they are acting
Consequently the rules of action that are appointed to the specific role creates the actors scope
of action in the specific activity. This because of the previously described that the role informs the actor
what he or she can and should do when performing the action. It is then up to the actor - by using its
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competence - to carry out the tasks in co-operation with other actors in order to create the results that
the specific action is aimed for. The fundamental purpose by viewing SDPs from this third structural
dimension is that a formal system of action rules establish a set of conventions that should be used to
support and guide the actors in their interaction with each other and when performing the actions in the
SDPs in a systematic way.

4. Towards a conceptualisation of SDP’s
All three views of SDP that we have presented above represent different perspectives that can be put on
a SDP situation. We therefore argue for that it is important to address these three dimensions in order to
have a constructive discussion about the characteristics of SDP’s. This section shall therefore be
regarded as the result of the paper. The section starts out with relating the fundamental structural views,
two-by-two, to each other in order to end up in a conceptualisation where all three structural views are
related to each other as a whole.

4.1.1 Method supported action patterns
The major concern with a project is to ensure that expected results are reached within agreed cost and
schedule (Humphrey, 1997). We have in different projects experienced that the work structure in a
project has a strong relation to SD-methods and vice versa. In reality it is hard to talk about projectbased action patterns without taking in to consideration what demands SD-methods will have on the
action pattern. One example of this is when an organisation decides that they should use a more
incremental oriented SD-model such as RUP (Rational Unified Process) without changing their old
project model, as for example PROPS, that is more sequential oriented and in which you have to finish
things in a sequential order and go through toll gates where business decisions are made. On the other
hand we have also seen that there is also hard to talk about and to deal with SD-methods without taking
project characteristics into consideration. One example of this is when a SD-project is on such a tight
schedule that you cannot go through every recommended step of the method. In these cases you will
have to adjust ordinary methods (stripped within reason) in order to reach project goals. The relation
between action pattern and SD-methods becomes obvious through the different results that should be
produced through out the project according to Figure 10 below.
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Figure 10: Method supported action patterns
In the figure above we can see that the prerequisites (P) or the results (R) in the performance
level of the project-based action pattern correspond to different prerequisites (P) or results (R) that are
accentuated in the SD-process. In the same way there is a correspondence between performance action
and phases or sub phases in the SD-process. In the SD-project there are a lot of decisions made based
on prerequisites/results in terms of what to do in order to fulfil different project goals. One part of this
is situation adaptability of methods. Since we believe that situation adaptability is important, we also
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believe that it must be possible to, in the SD-process, choose from different method components and to
adjust methods depending on the situation (Goldkuhl, et. al, 1997). Depending on different projectbased action patterns it should be possible to use the method components in different inquiry situations,
where the SD-process gives possible method components to choose. In one inquiry situation one might
not need to use all method components that are specified in each phase.

4.1.2 Action patterns and role interaction for project management
As discussed in previous parts of this paper, actions in a project can be viewed as patterns of actions.
These patterns are in figure 4 (see section 3.4) divided into two different levels of practice – level of
performance and level of decision. Through acts on the performance level different results are being
generated. This is a consequence of an assignment. This assignment can for example execute a project.
The achieved outcome from one action acts as basis for the continuously evaluation that occur at
certain decision points during the different phases of this project. If we integrate the structural view of
role interaction into this picture an even broader picture evolves and places in the foreground not only
the action and the result but also the actor and the action relationships between the different interactive
actors that together is performing the action in question. Figure 11 illustrate how Action patterns and
Role interaction is linked in project management.
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Figure 11: Action patterns and role interaction for project management
We will explain the figure by using a simple example. In the example we use the initial action phase in
a project, the Project Start-Up, as a way to describe the logic behind the generic character of this
integrated structural view. The purpose behind a Project Start-Up is for the project manager to Start-Up
the project as rapidly, efficiently and with as many prerequisites established as possible (Archibald
1992). In the agreement phase on the performance level this imply that the actor assign the role project
manager much seek out and identify prerequisites with the project. This means a lot of communication
between different roles on management level - between the developer (SDP) and the client.
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Suggestions on roles that are involved are the project assignor, the project providers, the project
sponsors and the project manager. This communication are being performed through certain
performing activities, with the purpose from the project managers viewpoint to be able to understand
what goals, resources, needs and limitation that the project posses. Continuously decisions are being
made on the decision level, which enables the work to move forward. In the final decision action point,
in the agreement phase, the main result of this phase is established, the assignment to the project
manager to Start-Up the project and by doing this achieve this actions main results a planned and
organised project ready to execute the project assignment.
The assignment of the action Project Start-Up will then be carried out in the execution phase,
which follows the agreement phase. The execution phase includes several performing activities for the
project manager; such as identify key potential project members actors, define their responsibilities,
capture their view on the forthcoming project, inform them on goals and the content of the project
assignment in question, evaluate their ability, assure (by contract?) that they understand the role that
they are assigned in the project, establish and secure responsibility for the project amongst the involved
actors. During the execution phase the project plan is developed. This is the main result of the
execution phase in the action Project Start-Up. And the completion of this artefact as well as the
creation of support, accept and responsibility in the project organisation moves the action Project StartUp over to the Conclusion phase.
In this final phase the result of the planing of the project is presented for the general
management in an action of performance, with the base for decision as the action result. The following
decision action is carried out by the general management as an evaluation of the base of the
presentation (the Project Managers performing act) and the project plan as artefact. The result of this
decision act is either a ‘go’ for the project as planed or a ‘no go’; i.e. for example total cancellation or
revision. Irrespective of character of decisions another phase divided – agreement-execution –
conclusion - sequences is generated after the pronouncement of the decision.

4.1.3 Result: Giving SDP’s a language based on structural views
By basing our self on social action we have been able to present three fundamental structural views;
method, action pattern and role interaction. These three fundamental structural views has then been
used in order to formulate two abstractions; one oriented towards producing agreed results (method
supported action patterns) and one oriented towards role interaction based on action patterns (project
management).
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By combining these two abstractions we are able to present a language that can be used to talk about
SDP’s. This language is based upon the combined structure showed in the figure below.
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Figure 12: Essential parts in the language of system development practices
As depicted in the figure above there is a production level (bottom part of the figure), which is about
how to produce an information system in an efficient way. Such production process is what is
emphasised in system development processes. Important results generated from the system
development process need however to be related to the action pattern with its results in the project
structure (middle part of the figure). The project structure is a condition for generating prerequisites
that are based on the expectations from the clients. Lastly, in order to ensure good production as well as
good project performance there is a need to be clear about different roles and their interaction (the top
part of the figure).
We believe that when talking about system development practices there is often a mixture
between the different concepts depicted in the figure above. By presenting a structure that gives SDP’s
a language we believe that actors involved in the performance or development of SDP’s have an easier
way to understand each other.

5. Conclusions and further research
In this paper we have elaborated three structural views on SD in order to create a language and
conceptualisation for SDP. This language and conceptualisation is based on a social action theory,
speech act theory and three essential structural views on SDP: action pattern, method and role
interaction.
Our experience from different projects where development of SDP’s has been in focus, and as a
result of this paper is that it is a necessity to have a language and a conceptualisation for SDP’s as a
whole when the goal is to develop a SDP of some kind. SDP’s have specific characteristics and it is
important not to just deal with these characteristics as isolated phenomenon during development
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efforts. Instead it is important to see how these characteristics are related and how they affect each
other. Our conceptualisation of SDP’s includes a concept and category apparatus (language) and where
we position this language as useful during development of SDP’s.
In SDP’s there exists an abundance of concepts, models and methods that are used during SD.
There are for instance concepts, models and methods related to specific SD-actions, project
management, organisational interaction etc. In this context we believe that one important contribution
with this paper is the conceptualisation and language for SDP’s that can be used for evaluation of what
kind of support different concepts, models and methods can give during SD. If we do not make this
clear we can some time tend to evaluate things that are unfair, or even impossible, to compare with
each other. There are concepts, models and methods that just address things in one of the three
structural views at the same time, as there are concepts, models and methods that address thing in more
than one of these structural views. An example of a method that direct attendance towards both SDprocess and project management is iterative application development (IAD), while an example of a
method that just direct attendance toward the SD-process is RUP. IAD is a method invented by CAP
Gemini. Therefore it is important to identify how different concepts, models and methods individually
and in combination can contribute to the SDP, how they are related and how they affect each other in
order to create the foundation for the possibility of understanding SDP as a whole.
We can now also see that there is an additional aspect of SDP’s that would be worthwhile to
explore. We have touched the aspect in earlier parts of this paper and it concerns business interaction,
i.e. commercial aspects of system development. We believe that it would be possible to combine the
thinking of the presented three structural views with a thinking of business interaction. Through such
combination it would be possible to study which exchange processes that occur between producer and
client and how actor relationships develop over time.
Other additional aspects to explore is how inter-organisational collaborations between different
actors establishing the SDP affects the possibility to create an understanding about the SDP as a whole.
When many more organisational units’ collaboration our view is that the complexity regarding actor
relationships, communication and co-operation in general becomes more difficult. For a short space of
time several actors from different organisation come together in an effort to create value for a common
client. Different organisational cultures, languages and norms how to act meets in a complex interplay.
A language such as the one that has been presented in this paper probably could act as a common
foundation in the effort to create an agreement and an understanding about how to conduct the temporal
practice. However this type of inter-organisational form of practice has not been in the foreground in
our empirical studies and further research must be conducted. Potential angels for different research
purposes could be to try the language as such in an inter-organisational SDP context in order to test it
use in this more complex environment. Other purposes could be to focus the director of the interorganisational and how this actor acts in order to create a common understanding about the temporal
SDP with or without a common language and to evaluate the effects that these different approaches
imply.
Further research possibilities include the development of a framework for evaluating different
methods and models in a present SDP. This framework should for example support the effort to assess
how much project management aspects that a certain SD-method possess in relation to what its
description state or how much a project management model can handle in supporting development or
business creation activities. The framework should be suited for intra as well as inter-organisational
SDP contexts and include components that make it possible to estimate different possible support
structures in order to create an integrated structure for the specific situation.
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